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Corporate Goal:  Greener

Seek opportunities to reduce 
Amtrak’s carbon footprint and 

become more energy-efficient . . .

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Joe Boardman’s mantra of a Safer, GREENER & Healthier Amtrak provides a clear message regarding  the importance of energy efficiency
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Reducing Carbon Footprint and Gaining Sustainability

• Charter member of Chicago Climate Exchange (CCX) – agreed to 
reduce diesel emissions by 6% from 2003 to 2010; currently ahead 
of interim targets

• Partnered with Carbonfund.org - Amtrak customers can purchase 
carbon offsets for their Amtrak trip

• Recently joined The Climate Registry and will publicly report 
Amtrak’s greenhouse gas emissions starting in 2011 (for 2010) 

• Signed on to American Public Transportation Association (APTA) 
Sustainability Commitment:  develop sustainability inventory and 
establish goals

• Focused efforts on locomotive improvements and fixed facilities to 
reduce energy and water usage
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Fuel and Energy Committee

• The Fuel and Energy Management Committee was formed to develop 
plans and implement processes whereby Amtrak can acquire, store, 
distribute, and consume energy more efficiently and effectively

• Subcommittees were formed to focus on the following six areas:
– Fuel Conservation

– Fuel Processes

– Fuel Facilities

– Fuel Logistics

– Safety & Environmental

– Energy Reduction
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Fuel Management Overview

• Reduce fuel consumption via improved train handling policies and 
procedures using state-of-the-art technology and training

• Revise fuel policies and procedures, streamline processes, and 
determine overall owner and organizational structure

• Fuel facilities review completed in February; short-term and long-term 
requirements are being finalized

• Fueling logistics review is underway to determine optimal location and 
type of fueling across system

• Continue emissions reduction program, conduct bio-diesel trial testing,  
and purchase GenSet locomotives
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Energy & Utility Statistics

• Traction power expense 
– FY07 - $97.9m

– FY08 - $105.4m

– FY09 Forecast - $105.5m

• Station/facilities utility expense 
– FY07 - $46.2m

– FY08 - $51.4m

– FY09 Forecast - $54.5m

• 1,700 accounts 
– Electricity 70%, natural gas 20%, water/sewer & steam 10% 

• 900 sites - facilities/stations 
– 80% of expense at 20 sites

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon, I am very excited to share with you all today how Amtrak manages our energy usage and expenses and our future plans to reduce energy and make more efficient use of our operating $’s. Due to time constraints we have attached an appendix to provide more detail and information on some of the things I will discuss today

This slide shows our expenses over 3yrs- electricity costs for Traction power for our trains & all utilities costs at our Facilities - steady rise except 09 traction costs due to advantageous procurement contracts for electricity and a stable energy market in 09vs08. This could be the calm before storm. More… 
   In FY09 we are forecasting a total cost $160M -  > $54M in our Facilities/Stations which I will focus on today due to the opportunities to reduce energy and costs in this area 
    The majority of our expense is Electricity but the most important thing to note here is that 80% of our costs in 20 sites
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Energy Costs – Growth Expected

Projected Cost of Energy - Amtrak "Top 20" Facilities
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows that in 2008 our top 20 facilities had electricity and natural gas expenses > $30 Million.  Due to Climate Change Legislation, PECO rate cap removal, new Storm Water Fees & historical rate escalations our projected increased cost in 2014 is $40M although significant our Traction power could reach $140M in 2012. 

The light blue section of the graph shows the projected impact of cap and trade which is part of the Climate Change Legislation on Amtrak’s Energy costs.

With such significant financial implications on the horizon reducing energy usage is not only the right thing to do for the Environment but an essential component of doing business 
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Energy Management at Amtrak

• Utilities Management group was formed in 2006

• Immediate focus on opportunities to identify billing errors & eliminate 
waste via leak repairs & more efficient use of energy

• A web based utilities system was implemented May 2007
– Automated bill payment and availability of the invoice on line

– Identification of usage anomalies based on previous usage patterns

– Basic & Custom Reporting for real time and historical usage data

• Procured electricity & natural gas for our Facilities/Stations from TPS

• Since 2006 Amtrak has saved/avoided costs in excess of $17 million

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before 06 we had little acct. info, no historical usage data or system to ID usage anomalies or provide measurement metrics

First order of business was to gather info build a database and analyze invoices at our largest facilities we saved $500K in yr 1 by identifying & correcting billing errors & identifying & repairing leaks in Steam & Water systems

Next we Procured the services of AIQ which went live early in yr 2 they scan, audit, post on our web site then pay each invoice. They also work with the Utility or us to rectify problems & provide real time basic & custom reports to our desktop 
This partnership helped us save over $5M in billing and leak mitigation/metering issues alone, since 2007

 We always managed our Traction procurement but now we do both using TPS - to date $3M in Non-Traction savings alone. 

Very proud to report in 3 1/2 yrs.  our total savings of $17M via leak and efficiency work, procurement and billing error corrections
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Energy Reduction Program

• Executive level commitment

• Develop specific usage reduction goals

• Automated reporting in place to measure and monitor energy usage

• Created accountability at the division / facility level

• Structure is being developed to determine required resources to maintain 
facilities and stations

• Facility Energy Audits – Top 20 Facilities
– Completed 7 energy audits to date; additional 3 in FY09 and 5 in FY10 planned

– $100k savings achieved to date

– Additional $1.0 million in savings projected over next 12 months

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To reduce energy in a company of our size you need to have the type of leadership that Joe Boardman & Bill Crosbie have shown. With Joe’s mantra of a Safer,  GREENER & Healthier Amtrak and Bill personally leading our Fuel & Energy Committee. These actions send a clear message to our employees on the importance of Environmental Stewardship and energy efficiency at Amtrak
Via our Energy Subcommittee we have developed a 3 tiered energy reduction approach; first starting with an awareness program which has already begun at several locations using Energy Audits and a Facility Questionnaire to help lower usage via low or no cost projects. Second, In FY10 we will have a 2% goal at our largest 10 facilities and  Finally, from FY11-14 a 2% Corporate Goal. Capital $ will be needed to meet these goals.
Our AIQ system provides accurate metrics for tracking usage and the
Accountability will be at the GS level by DIV & Supt. For Back-shops
Our Engineering Dept. is currently working on the development of a Facilities maintenance structure to recommend the resources that are needed to effectively maintain our facilities it is due Oct. 09
10 audits will be completed by end FY09. Performance metrics to measure results which as you see are significant most with 2-4yr ROI
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Audit Findings

• Leaking and non-insulated 
steam piping

• Unrepaired air leaks

• Unrepaired water leaks

• Control systems deactivated

• Building envelope issues

• Unnecessary open doors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These pictures taken in Chicago & DC during our audits demonstrate the effects of an aging infrastructure, previous lack of utilities usage data and insufficient resources both labor and funding that have led to some of the types of waste and inefficiency seen here. Our energy audits and focus on energy efficiency have mitigated much of our losses in this area. By repairing the leaks shown above Amtrak will save over $450K and 43M Gal water and 500 therms of Nat. Gas annually. If any of you got off the train….

Over the last 3 mo we have seen >10% usage reduction in water, Nat. Gas, Steam & Electricity vs the same period last year. Major signs that our plan is working.
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Audit Findings (Cont’d.)

Better Light

The lights on the right cost 44% less to operate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The pictures on this slide show the dramatic difference good lighting can make in a work area and our audits have shown that Lighting Retrofits are Amtrak’s biggest opportunity to reduce energy. Most Amtrak large maintenance facilities have HID lighting(as seen to the left) which is much less energy efficient than fluorescent fixtures and other types of  lighting such as LED and Induction. This new technology provides better CRI , can be turned on & off easier, lasts longer and most importantly is up to 44% more energy efficient. There are also rebates which will sometimes pay for ½ of the fixture cost and these changes have an ROI of 2 to 3 yrs. 

UM, Mechanical & Engineering Design are working together to develop a lighting specification and scope of work to begin the replacement of our HID lighting in all our large facilities nationwide. A test project will be started in Wilmington Shops shortly.
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Investment

• Develop five year capital plan to address energy efficiency
– Lighting and HVAC controls and system efficiency upgrades

– Underground piping infrastructure replacement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To meet or exceed our 10% energy reduction goal over the next 5 yrs there must be a dedicated capital funding source to design, purchase and install new lighting, HVAC and control systems. In addition, we must also upgrade many of our underground water and air piping systems. 

It is my hope that the Board will support our plan to position Amtrak as the leader in Energy Efficiency in the Transportation industry and help Joe Boardman achieve his vision of a Greener Amtrak.
 

Thank you.
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Appendix
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